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Decision based examination of

object-oriented programming and

Design Patterns

Szabolcs Márien

Abstract. On the basis of our examination experience of Design Patterns the existing
interpretations and descriptions of Design Patterns do not realise a clear and under-
standable answer for their aims. The reason for this is that the existing interpretation
of the object-oriented paradigms is used for their description and formulation. In order
that clear answers could be found for the aims of using Design Patterns, a new concep-
tion of their interpretation has to be established. In order to create a new conception,
we have to analyze object-oriented paradigms.

According to our new conception the object-oriented methodology is based on the
elimination of decision repetition, thus sorting the decisions to class hierarchy, with the
help of which the data structure and methodology of decision options can be determined
by the subclasses of the given class. Sorting the decisions and decision options to a class
and its subclasses only the first decision case will be executed, which will be archived
and enclosed by instantiation of one of the subclasses. For the following decision cases
the archived decision result can be used without knowledge of which decision option was
used, so to say which subclass was instantiated, because it is enclosed by using the type
of the parent class.

The aim of the object-oriented technology is the elimination of decision repetition,
which can be realized by sorting the decisions. The derivations are the abstract defini-
tions of decisions, so the derivations can be interpreted as decision abstractions. The
Design Patterns offer recipes for sorting the decisions. With the help of the decision
concept the aim of Design Patterns can be cleared and a more natural classification of
Design Patterns can be realized.
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